
Energy and Electron Transfer 
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Possibilities 

1D*	+	A		 											D	+	1A*	

1D*	+	A		 											D	+	3A*	

3D*	+	A		 												D	+	1A*	

3D*	+	A		 													D	+	3A*	



Energy Requirement 

Allowed 
ED > EA 

Forbidden 
ED < EA 



•  Radiative Energy Transfer 
•  Trivial ET 

Mechanisms 

•  Non-Radiative Energy Transfer 
•   Resonance ET 

•   Exchange ET 



D* D  +  hν

A*A  +  hν
*D A A

*D A B

•  no electronic interaction between D* 
and A 

•  D* emits a quantum of light which is 
absorbed by A 

A physical encounter between A and D* is not required, the photon must only 
be emitted in an appropriate direction and the medium must be transparent in 
order to allow transmission. 

Trivial energy transfer (radiative energy transfer) 



Exchange Energy Transfer 

Collisional Energy Transfer  

Dexter Energy Transfer 

Non-Radiative Energy Transfer 

kET	(exchange)	=		KJ	exp(–2	rDA/L)	



Exchange Energy Transfer 



Triplet-Triplet Energy Transfer 

3D*	+	A		 	D	+	3A*	



kET (exchange) =  KJ exp(–2rDA/L)

where K is related to the specific orbital interactions such as the 
dependence of orbital overlap to the instantaneous orientations of *D 
and A.   
 
J is the normalized spectral overlap integral, where normalized means 
that both the emission intensity (ID) and extinction coefficient (εA) have 
been adjusted to unit area on the wavenumber scale.  It is important 
that J, by being normalized does not depend on the actual magnitude of 
εA.   
 
rDA is the donor-acceptor separation relative to their van der Waals 
radii, L 

Exchange Energy Transfer 



Dipole-Dipole Energy Transfer 

Coulombic Energy Transfer 

Resonance Energy Transfer 

Förster Energy Transfer 

Non-Radiative Energy Transfer 
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Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) 



Resonance Energy Transfer 
	



Resonance Energy Transfer 
	



Exchange vs Coulomb (Singlet-Singlet) 



Exchange vs Coulomb (Triplet-Triplet) 

Triplet-Triplet

Coulomb



κ2 mutual orientation of the dipoles in space  

R = distance between donor and acceptor 

n = refractive index of the solvent 

φD = quantum yield of donor emission 

τD = actual donor lifetime 

= spectral overlap integral 



= spectral overlap integral 



Förster theory predicts that kET for an energy transfer 
via dipole-dipole interactions will be proportional to the 
following quantities:

•  The square of the transition dipole moment µD, 
corresponding to the *D → D transition.

•  The square of the transition dipole moment µA 
corresponding to the A → *A transition.

•  The  inverse  sixth  power  of  the  separation 
between *D and A (i.e. 1/RDA

6).
 



Dipole-dipole mechanism will be most favored for *D and A 
pairs such that:

•  The *D → D and A → *A processes correspond to a 
large (spectral) overlap integral, J.

•  The radiative rate constant, k°
D, is as large as possible.

•  The magnitude of εA is as large as possible.

•  There is a small spatial separation between *D and A.

•  There will be a preferred orientation for which energy 
transfer is most favorable.

 



Differences between Förster (dipole-dipole interaction) and 
Dexter (electron exchange) energy transfer processes

•  The rate of dipole-induced transfer depends on the oscillator 
strength of the *D → D and A → *A radiative transitions, but the rate 
of the exchange-induced transfer is independent of the oscillator 
strength of the *D → D and A → *A transitions 

 

•  The rate of dipole-induced energy transfer decreases as R–6 whereas 
the rate of exchange-induced transfer decreases as exp–(2r/L).  
Quantitatively, this means that kET(exchange) drops to negligibly 
small values (relative to the donor lifetime) as the intermolecular 
(edge-to-edge) distance increases more than on the order of one or 
two molecular diameters (5-10Å)
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Electron dipole-dipole interactions
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Distance dependence, when it can 
be measured accurately, is a basis 
for distinguishing 
energy transfer that occurs by 
dipole–dipole interactions from 
electron exchange 
interactions, since the latter 
generally falls off exponentially 
with the separation RDA 

D*  +  A D  +  A* 



1D*	+	A		 									D	+	1A*	

1D*	+	A		 										D	+	3A*	

3D*	+	A		 										D	+	1A*	

3D*	+	A		 											D	+	3A*	

Spin in Energy Transfer 



Spin Allowed Energy Transfer Processes 

1D*	+	A		 								D	+	1A*	 Forster 

3D*	+	A		 								D	+	3A*	 Dexter 



A Theory of Sensitized Luminescence in Solids, D. L. Dexter, J. Chem. 
Phys. 21, 836 (1953)  
Transfer mechanisms of electronic excitation, Th. Forster, Discussions 
Faraday Soc. 27, 7, (1959)   



Triplet-Triplet Annihilation 

Twice the 
energy of T1

S1

S0

T1

Esinglet

Etriplet

2 x Etriplet

 



Initial states Final states

*D(T1) *D(T1) *D(S1) *D(S0  



Upconversion Through Triplet-Triplet Annihilation 



Energy Transfer: A Spectroscopic Ruler 
L. Stryer and R. Hauhland,  
PNAS, 58, 719 (1967) 



Making Use of Förster Resonance Energy Transfer 



Need for Triplet Sensitization 



Triplet Sensitization 









Electron Transfer 

Charge Shift 

Photoinduced  
Electron Transfer 
Charge Separation 



Electron Addition and Removal is Easier in the Excited State than 
in the Ground State 



∆Get		=			(IP)D	–	(EA)A		

Ground state 
(gas phase) 

*∆G				=					(IP)D		-		(EA)A		-		E*D		

Excited state 
(gas phase) 

ΔGet = E1/2
ox (D)−E1/2

red (A)−Eexc (A)+ΔECoulombic

Excited state 
In solution 
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ΔG = -16.2 kcal/mol
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ΔGet = E1/2
ox (D)−E1/2

red (A)−E*(D)+ΔECoulombic

Rehm-Weller Equation 

Free energy of activation expressed in terms of the free 
energy of reaction (ΔG) and free energy of activation (ΔG#) 



A. Weller 

D.	Rehm	and	A.	Weller,	Isr.	J.	Chem.,	8,	259,	1970	

Dependence of the electron transfer rate on the driving 
force ΔG0		and the free energy of activation ΔG‡ 

The value of ket reaches a plateau value of ~ 2 x 1010 M-1s-1 after an 
exothermicity of ~ -10 kcal mol-1 and the value of ket remains the diffusion 
controlled value to the highest negative values of  achievable.  

Rehm-Weller Plot	



V. Balzani, et. al., JACS, 100, 7219, 1978 

C. R. Brock, T. J. Myers and  D. G. Whitten, et. al.,  
JACS, 97, 2909, 1975 

H. Toma and C. Creutz ,  
Inorganic Chemistry,  
16, 545, 1977 

More Rehm-Weller Plots 	



The	Nobel	Prize	in	Chemistry	1960	was	awarded	to	Willard	F.	Libby	
"for	his	method	to	use	carbon-14	for	age	determinaYon	in	
archaeology,	geology,	geophysics,	and	other	branches	of	science".	

Willard F. Libby 

Libby Model 
W.	F.	Libby,	J.	Phys.	Chem.,	56,	863,	1952;	J.	Chem.	Phys.,	38,	420,	1963;		



The electron jump from R* to R•+ is 
analogous to the electron jump from a 
HO to a LU that leads to formation of an 
electronically excited state.  

The electron jump is expected to occur 
“vertically” and to follow the Franck-
Condon principle; the geometry of the 
products formed by an electron transfer 
would be the same as the geometry of 
the reactants.  

Libby Model 

Two types of reorganization occur after the et: (1) an electronic and vibrational 
reorganization, termed internal molecular reorganization; and (2) a solvent 
reorganization associated with the solvent reorientation to accommodate the 
new electronic structures termed external solvent reorganization.   



Libby Model 



Libby Model 
Electron transfer is a two step process:  

(a)    Electron transfer first with no change of nuclear positions (Franck- 
Condon principle) 

(b)   Solvent reorganization 

Marcus Model 
The above two step model violates thermodynamic principle conservation of 
energy. 



Marcus Theory 



R. A. Marcus, J. Chem. Phys., 24, 966, 1956. 

R. A. Marcus and N. Sutin, Biochemica et Biophysica Acta, 
811, 265, 1985.   
 
R. A. Marcus,  Electron transfer Reactions in Chemistry: 
Theory and Experiment, (Nobel Lecture) Angew. Chem. Int. 
Ed.,32, 1111, 1993.  
 

R. A. Marcus Rates are expected:  
² to be slow for weakly exothermic reactions,  
² to increase to a maximum for moderately exothermic 

reactions, and then  
² to decrease with increasing exothermicity for highly 

exothermic et reactions. 



Evolution of Marcus model 

ket	=	A	exp-(ΔG‡/RT)		

R. A. Marcus, J. Chem. Phys., 24, 966, 1956. 



The Marcus model 



ΔGet = E1/2
ox (D)−E1/2

red (A)−E*(A)+ΔECoulombic



The re-emergence of the activation barrier (∆G‡) at 
large negative ΔG0 values 



Marcus Prediction 



The ‘normal’ region exists for values of -ΔG0 < λ. 
In this region the rate of electron transfer will 
continuously increase as the exothermicity 
increases as long as -ΔG0 < λ because the value of 
∆G‡ continuously decreases in this "normal" region 
of reaction exothermicity.   

The ‘barrierless’ region (∆G‡ = 0) at which -ΔG0 = 
λ. This corresponds to the maximum rate of 
electron transfer.   

The ‘inverted’ region where -ΔG0 > λ. The rate of 
electron transfer begins to decrease when -ΔG0 > λ.  

ket	=	A	exp-(ΔG‡/RT)		

∆G‡	=	(ΔG0	+	λ)2/4λ		



Electron Transfer Involves Two Steps 



Marcus prediction vs Weller’s experiments 



Experimental conditions to observe the Marcus “inverted region”? 

For most donor-acceptor (DA) systems the inverted region is 
obscured by the diffusion limit. 

This can be circumvented by: 
v   freezing the donor-acceptor distribution (glassy medium) 
v   covalently linking the donor and the acceptor 
v   lowering the donor-acceptor interaction (electronic coupling V)  

so that the maximum rate for -ΔG0 = λ is lower than the 
diffusion limit. 

Marcus

Experimental

Diffusion
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G. Closs 
J. R. Miller 







The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1992 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1992 was awarded to Rudolph 
A. Marcus "for his contributions to the theory of electron 
transfer reactions in chemical systems". 

The	Nobel	Prize	in	Chemistry	1983	was	
awarded	to	Henry	Taube	"for	his	work	on	the	
mechanisms	of	electron	transfer	reacYons,	
especially	in	metal	complexes".	



Photoinduced electron transfer 



Bioapplications, Light emitting diodes (TV, Computerr, Cell phone screens) 

Excited state production through back electron transfer 




